Shooting technique

Technique

“Switching guns isn’t easy
unless you know your gunfit
and have a good foundation”

Take time

It really does take time to
get used to a different gun

Who sold you this then?
Gunfit is vitally important when it comes to buying a new
gun. Even so, your performance could drop off with your new
acquisition and patience and practice will be needed...

turns up with a completely unsuitable gun,
particularly if it is a recent acquisition.
Generally this unhappy situation is not due
to an unfortunate visit to a gun shop, but
caused by the poor technique of the client;
poor stance, random gun-mount, strange
head position, you name it. It really does
take some time to get used to a different gun.
Switching guns all the time is not easy
unless you really do know your own gunfit
requirements and you have a good foundation
in technique.
You may need to give yourself several
months of club clay shooting to feel that
the new gun is a true extension of your
body and mind.
Confidence that the gun is actually
shooting where you want is important, and
often this can only be properly established

Practice

You may need several
months of clay shooting
to get used to a new gun

by a good coach with a real understanding
of diagnostics and gunfit.
Your chum at the clay club may be able
to say: “You are shooting over the top”,
but the key answer is to the question,
of course, is “why?”.

Gunfit
It may not be appropriate to simply assume
that your old gun has the right dimensions as
your new acquisition. Over the years you may
have adjusted your body and technique to
accommodate a rather poorly fitting gun.
The old faithful banger will have enabled
you to enjoy the day with your local pheasant
syndicate or your crop protection duties in
the pigeon hide. A cartridge to kill ratio of
3:1 is not bad shooting out in the game or
pigeon field.

But will your gunfit and technique be up to
scratch on the clays when the next stand you
come up against is showing “three pairs on
report” – a 40 yard crossing clay first followed
by a naughty going-away target to follow?
You have got to be hitting around 80
per cent of the clay targets to be in with a
chance of winning at your local Sporting
clay competition.
In fact these two targets just mentioned are
good tests of both a reasonable gunfit and a
sound basic technique.
To start I suggest you shoot them as singlepractice clays and only put one cartridge in
the gun at a time. This “one target, one shot”
approach really does increase and improve
your concentration and focus.
If you can hit, fairly consistently, a 30 to
40 yard crosser from both right or left, and
a going away clay from, say, 10 to 15 yards
in front, then the basics of your gunfit and
technique are pretty good.

Stock
First, check the length of your stock.
For Sporting clays, skeet or indeed
gameshooting there should be a gap of
approximately 1inch to 1½inches from the end
of your nose to the rear knuckle of your thumb
on your trigger hand.
A longer stock moves the centre of gravity
of the gun away from your body and makes
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T

he gameshooting season
might’ve come to a close some
while ago, but that’s no reason to
put the gun away for the next six
months. Now that the weather is
warming up your thoughts will hopefully be
turning to some regular clay shooting forays.

As soon as the days start drawing out
my phone always gets busy with enquiries
for lessons, and these past few weeks I’ve
been fielding a number of them from people
asking me to help them “get used to this new
O/U I’ve bought”. Close behind have been
calls from a few saying they want to “shoot

clays with my father’s old side-by-side” for a
change. Others have told me they are “really
struggling with recoil, so I’ve bought a semiauto, but I can’t hit a barn door with it”.
If you were to ask, I’d say one of the
occasional challenges, for a coach, is handling
a lesson with an enthusiastic client who

Stock length

It’s important to check stock length first because
the height of your eye will change relative to the rib

Technique

BUFFED UP
I’ve just taken another route. My trusty
old competition and high pheasant
gun – a 30 inch Classic Doubles
O/U has just been in hospital. Side
ribs have been re-soldered on, new
ejectors, full service for the action,
the engraving was shot-powder
cleaned and barrels re-blacked. I’m
shooting like a 25 year old again.
It’s all in the mind you know!
Look where you want the shot to go, keep your head firmly on the stock and move the gun where you are looking

the handling of the gun more difficult.
However, with a shorter stock there is a
danger you will stuff your thumb knuckle into
your nose, from the recoil, when you pull the
trigger! I guarantee this “ouch factor” will
make you lift your head when you need a
second shot!
It is important to check stock-length first
because if you move your cheek along the top
of the stock between shots, the height of your
eye will change relative to the rib of the gun.
The further forward your cheek, the higher
your eye is positioned.
This height difference between the rib
and the comb is the most important stock
measurement and dictates your eye position
relative to the rib of the gun.

Lin e of sight

When you mount your gun to your cheek your line
of sight should just be grazing the top of the rib

Eye position
So why do I suggest a long crosser and goingaway target as a test? Very simple... when
you mount the gun to your cheek, your line
of sight down the rib should just be grazing
the top of the rib; and you should be looking
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down the middle of the rib. In other words, the
gun is pointing where you are looking!
So “all” you have to do when shooting is
to look where you want the shot to go, keep
your head firmly on the stock and move the
gun to where you are looking. It all sounds so
simple, but it does require practice!
The geometry of the effect of the height of
your eye on where the shot pattern goes is
not very forgiving. For every ⅛inch that your
eye is too high, the shot pattern, out there at
our long crosser, is going to be approximately
one foot higher. So if you don’t mount the gun
properly to your eye, or if you lift your head a
little bit, you will shoot over the top.
If, on the other hand, your eye is too low
and all you can see is the top lever of your
gun or the rear of the action of the gun, then
you may well lose all eye contact with the
target. You will then lift your head to regain
visual contact, or your non-master eye will
take control causing the shot to go wide.
As for a going-away clay – it’s another
cracking target to assess technique and eye
position because, again, any suggestion of
head lifting will cause the shot to go over
the top.
This type of target also nicely brings
out evidence of possible eye dominance
problems, where for example a right-handed
shooter is suffering from an interfering left
eye, resulting in a miss to the left of the
retreating clay. But, that’s a whole new story.

a moving target? Are you addressing each
target properly? Are you moving your feet?
Do you have any eye dominance issues?
Does your existing gun complement your
technique and your new objectives?
The answers to all these variables – and
more – can be discovered for a fraction of
the cost of the new gun. It’s got to be right.
But, don’t panic, gun manufacturers have
been making their products for quite a while
now and, not surprisingly, they know what
dimensions the average gun should be in
order to fit the average human being.
Just a little bit of your effort to get the feel
of the new gun will help you accommodate
any change in the gun’s balance, the slightly
different head position, the change in barrel
length and therefore the effort required to
move the gun… and so on. But remember,
your performance may well drop off with the
acquisition of new gun. Some patience and
practice could be needed. SG
Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman
of the Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors and a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association senior coach.
The Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors
was formed in the 1980s to provide
qualified coaches with opportunities for
further professional development, by the
provision of seminars, workshops, practical
activities and educational visits. ICSI
coaches can be found at www.ICSI.org.uk

Technique
Before investing in a new gun it really is a
good idea to let a competent coach give you a
run over with the diagnostic ruler. You can use
your old faithful gun or one of the coach’s if
you are a relative newcomer.
Is your stance right? Have you got a good
gun mount and reproducible head position?
What fundamental process do you use to hit
www.shootinguk.co.uk

